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Abstract: The idea of regression has increased rapidly and significantly in the machine learning domain. This paper builds a salary prediction
model to predict a justifiable salary of an employee commensurate to the increase or decrease in exchange rate (XR) using polynomial regression
(PR) techniques of degree 2 in Jupyter Notebook on Anaconda Navigator tool. Predicting a feasible salary for an employee by the employer is a
challenging task since every employee has a high goal and hope as the standard of leaving increases without a corresponding increase in salary.
Thismodel uses a salary dataset fromTaraba StateUniversity, Jalingo,Nigeria in building and training themodel andXRdataset for the prediction
of employee salary. The result of the research shows that since the distribution of the dataset was nonlinear and the major feature significant in
determining employee’s salary from the in-salary dataset was grade level and XR, this fully confirmed the use of PR algorithm. The research has
immensely contributed to the knowledge and understanding of regression techniques. The researcher recommended other machine learning
algorithms explored with various salary datasets and the potential applicability of machine learning fully incorporated in the financial
department on the large dataset for better performance. The model performance was evaluated using R2 scores accuracy and the value of
97.2% realized, indicating how well the data points fit the line of regression and unseen dataset in the developed model.
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1. Introduction

Machine learning is aimed at designing computers to learn by
themselves without the explicit intervention of humans. It is a
process, in which machines learn from knowledge gained and
understanding of concepts or skills by studying the instruction or
from experience (Archana et al., 2013). The learning process starts
with the observation of data to recognize patterns in data for
improved decision making (Deisenroth et al., 2020). They continue
that the significant point in machine learning is data entry and
training of the algorithms to find patterns that are capable to make
future predictions based on new data (Deisenroth et al., 2020).

The inability of organizations to accurately predict and pay
employees’ salaries and compensate accordingly become a major
challenge in Nigeria and has contributed to the continuous switch
of employees from one organization to another. This problem
leads employees to switch from one organization to another to get
the expected salary, as the standard of living rises with a high
exchange rate (XR) without a corresponding salary increase.
These issues prompted researchers to propose a salary prediction
system using a linear regression algorithm with a second-order
polynomial transformation, five most relevant features, and a

value of 76% R2 score accuracy was obtained from the study
(Lothe et al., 2021). In the same vein, another research on salary
prediction was carried out using regression techniques (linear
regression and polynomial regression (PR)) and the predicted
salary was chosen from an x-y graph (Das et al., 2020). Bansal
et al. (2021) compared the performance of the two regression
techniques (multiple linear regression (MLR) and simple linear
regression (SLR)) using a very small dataset to predict the salary
of employees after certain years and to predict the price of the
estate house. From the studies above, the researcher observed the
accuracy of 76% R2 considered not encouraging for feasible
prediction of employee’s salary. Secondly, chosen salary of an
employee from the x-y graph may lead to an error in obtaining
values from the graph if not carefully checked by an expert and
lastly using a small dataset will not give a better picture of how
the model will predict employee salary if exposed to a large dataset.

However, it is worrisome that employers cannot randomly
provide employees with their expected salary; there is a need to
design a system, which should measure the capability of every
employee for the expected salary commensurate to the XR. The
exact salary cannot be decided but predicted using certain datasets
commensurate to the decrease or increase in XR. This research
developed a model that will help in predicting employee salaries
commensurate to the decrease or increase in XR, enabling the
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organization to accurately compensate employees in Taraba State
University, Jalingo, Nigeria.

Swanepoel et al. (2014) in their research state that compensation
is a pay provided by an employer to its employees for services
rendered (skills, time, and effort). This includes both fixed and
variable pay tied to performance levels. They also continued that
compensation is financial and non-financial extrinsic rewards
provided by an employer for the time, skills, and efforts made
available by the employee in fulfilling job requirements aimed at
achieving organizational objectives.

Absar et al. (2010) reported that employee compensation is one of
themajor functions of human resourcesmanagement.Compensation is
important for both employers and employees regarding attracting,
retaining, and motivating employees. Ray and Ray (2011) regarded
compensation as important for employees working. According to
Fu and Deshpande (2014), total compensation is the total of all
rewards provided to employees in return for their services. Qasim
et al. (2012) stated that monetary rewards play a major role in
determining job satisfaction. Pay is one of the fundamental
components of job satisfaction (Fu & Deshpande, 2014).

According to Lothe et al., (2021), PR machine learning
technique takes defined features to estimate appropriate salary. In
addition, future events are not known to anyone, so finding
accurate data about the future is also difficult. However, to
improve the accuracy of the salary prediction, a feasible R2 score
must be obtained when PR technique is used to determine the
employee required salary. Given that it involves forecasting
continuous numerical values, the prediction problem is a
regression problem. According to Brownlee (2019), a learned
program can propose new outputs given new inputs.

PR is also a statistical technique that predicts a continuous variable
(response variable) taking into account the higher power of the predictor
variable when the relationship between the predictor and the response is
nonlinear. It is a special case of MLR because the higher power of
predictors is treated as a new predictor and this makes it MLR (i.e.
the higher power of x say x2 is treated as another predictor and must
have a different regression coefficient) (Das et al., 2020).

In this research, the technique used was the PR of supervised
machine learning for salary prediction. This model helps in
predicting employee salaries commensurate to the decrease or
increase in XR and enabling the organization to accurately
compensate non-academic staff of Taraba State University such
that the mission and vision of the institution are achieved and in
turn provide job satisfaction to employees. It increases the speed
and accuracy of the proposed system since its patterns were
derived from the training dataset that reduces the complexity of
the traditional system to just a few features that offer better
correlation to the target variable (salary). Given new data points
that do not exist in the dataset, the model predicts the discrete
salary range of employees based on the defined parameters.
It benefits the community in terms of employment for obtaining a
justifiable salary commensurate to the decrease or increase in the
XR and helps the university to actualize its mission and vision
since salary is one of the most important factors in job satisfaction
that stimulate staff output. With the help of this machine learning
model, predicted salary can easily be visualized which will help to
draft company policies.

Below are the objectives of this research:
i. Carry out dataset creation and data preprocessing;
ii. Develop and train PR model for salary prediction using Python

programming language and Jupyter Notebook in Anaconda
Navigator cross-platform;

iii. Evaluate the model performance using k-fold cross-validation
and performance accuracy metrics like R2 score (coefficient of
determinant);

iv. Validate the model performance using the test dataset;
v. Make salary predictions from the model using new data points.

2. Literature review

According to Shiqi (2023), due to COVID-19 effect on the
economy, employees experience pressure in searching for a job that
has an encouraging salary due to a decrease in corporate earnings, as
a result of that, the researcher proposed three algorithms (MLP
model, RF model, and GBDT model) to predict the salary for job
recruiters. After analyzing the performance of each model, GBDT
algorithm outperforms the other and was chosen such that employers
can publish job information to ease job seekers for better positions.

As stated by Kablaoui and Salman (2022), salary is the primary
source of job satisfaction, and finding a justifiable salary for
employees will have greater benefits to both employees and
employers. Hence, machine learning and data science have made
salary prediction more simplified and realistic to estimate the
expected salary. In this research, the researcher uses linear regression,
random forest, and neural network models for the prediction of
employee salary, where a 20,000-salary dataset from the USA was
used to build the models. The output of the neural network model
outperforms the other models with an accuracy of 83.2%.

This research uses random forest classification model for the
prediction of a person’s pay for both fresher and old employees. This
model uses a universities placement database for model training, having
a total number of 49,000 rows and 8 features (Shankar and Malik 2022).

According to Demir et al. (2022), having an insight into the
salary range of job positions is paramount for employees and
employers. They use feature-engineering techniques on the dataset
obtained from Turkey for improving the training data and then
subject the improved data to the models for the training. The
researcher deduces that artificial neural networks and XGBoost
achieve the highest success.

Bansal et al. (2021) examined SLR and MLR effectiveness in
predicting both home prices and employee wages. According to their
findings, MLR was more effective in prediction than basic linear
regression in both circumstances.

Lothe et al., (2021) developed the salary prediction model utilizing
a linear regression method with a polynomial second-order
transformation. From their research, five features were found to be the
most important. The system’s output is calculated using an algorithm
by contrasting it with other algorithms using common metrics such as
classification accuracy, F1 score, Receiver Operating Characteristics
(ROC) curve, and precision-recall curve. They kept using the
fundamental model and discovered the best strategy with a maximum
accuracy of 76%. They then advised the researcher to include a
graphical user interface in the feature work system such that the
trained model is saved and used again.

Also, according to Das et al. (2020), several regression techniques
were used to forecast employee salaries, and later advise that in the
future, k-nearest regression used to assess how an employee’s salary
has evolved over the employee’s career advancement.

In Japan,Wang et al. (2019) employed web scraping techniques
to collect the data and natural language processing to construct
features from the scraped job advertisements to forecast the
incomes of specific job adverts. Their key problems included
related issues of natural language processing and training of one
model to be as effective as possible rather than looking for the
best model.
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Dutta et al. (2018) concentrated on the issue of forecasting
pay of job ads in which salary is not specified and attempted to
assist fresh graduates in projecting likely salaries for various
organizations in various areas. The model was able to predict an
exact value using ADZUNA dataset. They employ decision
models such as the decision tree and the ensemble model. The
outcomes were impressive, with great precision. In addition, the
researcher recommended the use of REST API for deployment of
the system as a web based application for easy access and usage.

Using the deep learning technique, Viroonluecha and
Kaewkiriya (2018) created a wage-predicting model to forecast
the monthly salaries of Thailand employees. The data acquired via
a popular online job site were over 1.7 million users. The model
building makes use of the dataset from the first 5 months of the
year 2018. By comparing the efficacy of deep learning with other
algorithms like random forest and gradient boost trees, the
approaches for selecting features applied to deep learning. The
optimal outcome of integrating feature selection with transfer
learning in R2 was 0.462 with the 15.37-second fastest runtime.

Using high-dimensional samples with features of about 2,000,
Martin et al. (2018) worked on estimating the salaries of certain
positions in the IT labor market. They used K-means clustering to
forecast the wage range of specific job posts and simple
regression algorithms to forecast the continuous quantitative value
of the compensation as a baseline while comparing methods like
random forest and support vector machines to the baseline.

Khongchai and Songmuang (2016) suggested a forecasting
model utilizing the decision tree algorithm with seven features to
forecast employees’ salaries and the graduated student’s highest
salary who share common attributes with the users. The 13,541
records were used to test the efficiency of the system, and the
overall resultant accuracy was 41.39%.

Supervised learning is another method of machine learning that
was developed by Hetal & Amit (2012). The goal variables or
correct solutions of this method are given to the machine together
with the learning data; the computer makes an effort to identify
patterns in the data used to make generalized predictions that will be
useful for any unknown data. Supervised learning algorithms use the
input data to produce the abovementioned forecast pattern (Hetal &
Amit, 2012). The most important objective of supervised learning is
to locate a function that generates reliable predictions based on test
data (Bekkerman et al., 2012).

The training and testing data are the two forms of data used in the
processes of constructing and measuring models. The training data are
utilized to create a model, fit the data, and use the model to discover
patterns in the data, while the performance and accuracy of the model
were verified using the testing data. The primary objective is to fit the
model in a way that ensures the dependent features appropriately
correspond to the independent future (observation) (James et al.,
2017). They go on that classification and regression methods are the
two most popular supervised learning techniques. Regression attempts
to forecast infinite numerical continuous outputs, whereas classification
approaches seek to categorize the predictions into already established
classification output groups (Bhuvaneswari & Sarma, 2013).

Correlation and its counterpart regression are themost prevalent
methods for investigating the relationship among variables. The
perseverance of correlational research is to uncover and quantify
correlations between variables in a population (Leedy & Ormrod,
2010). (Curtis et al., 2016). Their efforts focused on researching
inheritance, which led to the circumstances for developing
regression. Correlation is the measure of the linear relationship
that is present between two parameters (Curtis et al., 2016).
Furthermore, it is one of the widely utilized techniques for

establishing the magnitude and trend of a connection between two
variables. This substantiates the claim of the association between
nutrient intake (N) and height increase (H) in children observed
over 10 years. It established that youngsters who feed on food
that are more nutritious grow faster than those who feed on less
nutritious food. It highlights how an influence on one variable
translates to a change in the value of another variable. They
further explain that the relationship is not causal, meaning that a
change in one variable does not imply a change in another.
A correlation investigation cannot, in general, deduce a causation
impact. Generally, a regression can be characterized as a set of
approaches for estimating relationships. Linear regression uses the
relationship between independent and dependent variables to fit a
line of regression, which then be used to predict the dependent
attributes based on the independent attributes (Han et al., 2011).

After preprocessing and cleaning, the data are ready for the
modeling and commencement of the parameter-tuning phase. To
generalize the predictions for a new circumstance, Alpaydin (2014)
states that the model selection comprises choosing the unbiased
model to forecast as-yet-unobserved observations. As a result, it is
essential to consider the anticipated output type while choosing the
model. Virtually every system has hyperparameters that ought to
modify as claimed by Archana et al., (2013). The algorithm searches
for the optimum potential parameter combinations at each iteration
of the process, which is iterative. If the model is categorizing the
result or forecasting an endless numeric result, the assessment of the
model is different. The researcher emphasizes the assessment of
regression models as they attempt to forecast an infinite numerical
goal variable, known as wage (Friedman et al., 2010). From their
research, both the root square error and the R2 metric were reported
in the MLR. In the root mean square error approach, the errors and
residuals are squared, added, and their means computed; before
taking the square root, this method is employed in the regression
model for performance measurements (Friedman et al., 2010).

To overcome the problem of sampling, k-fold cross-validation
provides amechanism inwhich theMdataset is randomly partitioned
into sub-datasets (K) (Benner, 2020). This K dataset was created
from the M dataset. In addition, after the model was trained with
K minus one, it was assessed using the remaining dataset from the
K sub-dataset. The iterative procedure for the model training and
testing continues until each new dataset served as a k-1 testing set
in the built model (Kuhn & Johnson, 2013; Alpaydin, 2014).

3. Research methodology

The proposed method for salary prediction is shown below:

Step 1: The salary dataset was collected, preprocessed, cleansed, and
transformed.

Step 2: The data points corresponding to the salary data of staff will
be plotted on the graph to illustrate the distribution and behavior of
the features and extract relevant features.

Step 3: The processed dataset will be divided into 80% training and
20% testing.

Step 4: The 80% training dataset will be used for the model building
and training using the PR technique in Jupyter Notebook.

Step 5: The built model will be evaluated.
Step 6: The built model will be validated using a 20% testing dataset.
Step 7: Analyze the monthly XR dataset to compute the benchmark

exchange rate (BXR).
Step 8: To predict the salary of employees commensurate to the XR

using the built model, the computed BXR and the current
government-approved XR will be supplied at runtime.
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Step 9: After then, through the built model, we predict the salary of
employees with or without consideration of the XR.

Step 10: Also, we can predict an employee’s future salary with or
without consideration of the XR.

3.1. Study area, data source, and size

The area of this research is Taraba State University, Jalingo,
Nigeria, where records of non-academic staff of the university
salary data were collected in an Excel format.

The potential source of data used to undertake this research was
from Bursary Department Taraba State University, Jalingo, Nigeria
with a total number of 487 data points totaling 16 features and the
monthly average XR dataset obtained from (source: www.cbn.gov.
ng/rates/exrate.asp) 2010 to 2021 to compute and obtain the BXR.

3.2. Design, analysis, and development tool

The research built a salary prediction model that predicts a
justifiable salary of an employee commensurate to the increase or
decrease in the XR. The study makes use of a PR technique of
degree 2 in Jupyter Notebook on Anaconda Navigator toolkit.

The generic equation of polynomial regression of degree 2 is
shown below:

Y1¼M0þ β1Xþ β2X2þ ε (1)

where
X is the independent feature (grade level) transformed that

offered a better correlation to the predicted variable (salary);
X2 is the new higher power of independent feature (grade level)

for the polynomial transformation of degree two that offered a better
correlation to the predicted variable (salary);

ϵ is the random error component reflecting the difference
between the observed value and the predicted value;

M0 is the intercept term of the model, which tells the expected
value of the predicted value Y1 when X is zero;

β1 is the linear effect parameter;
β2 is the quadratic effect parameter;
Y1 is the response or the predicted value (salary without XR).
The equation below finally predicts the salary of employees to

the fluctuation in XR

Y2¼ NXR�BXRð Þ�Y1 (2)

where
NXR is the current new exchange rate approved by the CBN

from dollar to naira;
BXR is the benchmark exchange rate within an interval of 12

years from 2010 to 2021;
Y1 is the predicted salary without considering XR;
Y2 is the predicted salary with consideration of XR.

3.3. The proposed model

In this research, Figure 1 describes the processes that are
involved in building the proposed model from the dataset
collection and preprocessing to the simulation of the model.

4. Results and discussion

Tomake the collected data compatible with Python libraries when
uploaded into the data analysis tool (Jupyter Notebook), the dataset was
cleaned and properly formatted as a comma-separated value file. With
the help of data preprocessing (the replacement of missing values,

Figure 1
Polynomial regression architectural model
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feature selection, and feature reduction of values), 487 datasets totaling
16 features were reduced to four independent features, and the target
variable (salary) is shown in Table 1. When the scattered plot was
constructed to study the behavior of the features and its correlation to
the target variable, grade level was chosen because it exhibits
polynomial distribution (nonlinear), as shown in Figure 2.

The dataset was divided into 80% training and 20% testing using
the train_test_split from sklearn.model_selection package in Python
programming language. The researcher uses PR technique to build
the salary prediction model using 80% of the training dataset on the
jupyter notebook in cross-platform Anaconda Navigator toolkit,
where patterns were obtained and used to predict the salary of non-
academic staff.

After the training process, the performance of the trained PR
model was evaluated employing k-fold cross-validation from
sklearn.model_selection and r2_score from sklearn.metrics
package in a Python programming language and the value of
97.2% R2 score accuracy was obtained, which describes how well
the data points fit the regression line. In this research, the number
of iterations or k-fold cross-validation on the training dataset was
k= 10 on which the built system was trained and within each fold
tested as shown in Table 2, after which the test dataset was used
to validate the model performance over unseen data.

R2 Accuracy = Number of predictions/Number of k-folds
R2 Accuracy= 97.2%
Table 3 shows the coefficients of the linear effect parameter

(β1), quadratic effect parameter (β2), and the intercept (M0) of the
PR degree two after the trained model.

The researcher identify two approaches for the salary prediction
after themodel was trained. The first uses the built-in Python libraries
and packages for the salary prediction after model training and/or
secondary to obtain all the necessary coefficients to form the PR
equation used for the salary prediction. In this research, both
approaches were adapted since the second approach is the subset
of the first.

The prediction system through the Python libraries can predict
the salary of employees without XR and can obtain patterns or
coefficients generated by the PR technique with degree 2 to form
a prediction equation that predicts the salary of employees without
XR. The prediction process considering XR as varying factors
(NXR, and BXR) as stated in equation 2 uses the result obtained
in the salary prediction process without XR as stated in equation 1
to predict the salary of employees commensurate to the increase
or decrease in XR. In this process, the NXR was identified based

Table 1
The uploaded salary dataset

Qualification Experience Grade level Step Salary

1 6 2 10 24,759.170
3 4 4 1 29,458.330
2 12 3 6 31,091.670
4 5 7 5 101,727.400
4 29 7 10 89,434.750
1 4 1 1 24,420.830
2 5 3 4 29,036.420
4 4 7 9 114,020.000
4 9 8 6 122,072.900
4 4 7 4 98,654.250

Figure 2
Scattered plot of salary against independent features

Table 2
10-fold cross-validation

Number of predictions

0.955
0.965
0.986
0.977
0.976
0.973
0.977
0.955
0.979
0.973

Table 3
Summary of coefficients values and
intercept from the trained model

Indicators
Coefficients values

obtained from the model

Intercept (M0) 32,167.443
linear effect parameter (β1) −4987.796
quadratic effect parameter (β2) 1797.024
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on the current government-approved market price of dollar to naira
(445.06). And the BXR was computed using the past records of the
exchange rate of dollar to naira from (2010 to 2021) as shown in
Table 4

BXR considering 12-year interval = Sum of total yearly AVG
exchange rate/Number of years interval

BXR= 283.0990972 naira
Table 5 shows the value of the current XR and BXR, which was

used in the built model for salary prediction commensurate to the
increase or decrease in XR.

The PR model predicts the employees’ salary (Y1) without XR
or (Y2) with XR of non-academic staff for decision-making by the
management, bursary, and finance department of the university.
Figure 3 shows the transformed equation of PR of degree 2 after
the respective coefficient values were obtained from the trained
model, which also forms the pattern that serves as a model for the
salary prediction.

The 20% test dataset was subjected to the trained model to
validate how well the model learn from the training dataset and
the pattern generated, and the result of the predicted salaries using
the test dataset is shown in Table 6.

The system predicts the salary of employees without
consideration on the exchange rate as shown in Table 4 and/or
predict the salaries of employees commensurate to the increase or
decrease in exchange rate as shown in Table 6. Furthermore,

Figure 5 shows the significant predicted value and the distribution
plot of both the actual training, actual testing, the predicted salary
data points, and the regression line that fits the model using
polynomial of degree 2 on the test dataset.

To predict employee salary from the model considering new
data points, the values of GradeLevel_Step, NXR, and BXR are
needed at runtime, after which the model returns the result as
shown in Table 7.

Table 4
Yearly average exchange rate of dollar to naira for 12 years

Year Yearly exchange rate Yearly AVG exchange rate

2010 1836.78 153.065
2011 1911.83 159.319
2012 1930.29 160.858
2013 1949.57 162.464
2014 2057.37 171.448
2015 2673.32 222.777
2016 4474.37 372.864
2017 4745.04 395.420
2018 4341.76 361.813
2019 4314.31 359.526
2020 5204.37 433.698
2021 5327.26 443.938

Table 5
Current and computed benchmark exchange rate

Year Exchange rate Value

2010–2021 Benchmark exchange rate 283.099
January, 2023 Current exchange rate 455.060

Figure 3
Transform PR model equation with patterns

Figure 4
Plot variation between the actual and the predicted salary values

for the test dataset

Table 6
The actual and predicted salary of employees considering XR

Grade
Level_
Step

Actual
salary

Predicted
salary

Salary
with
XR

Salary
difference

2.2 25,614.667 29,891.890 48,050.455 −22,435.788
7.1 89,434.750 87,342.089 140,400.194 −50,965.444
1.3 25,812.917 28,720.279 46,167.121 −20,354.204
3.1 25,953.500 33,974.680 54,613.437 −28,659.937
7.7 107,873.667 100,306.987 161,240.940 −53,367.273
7.2 92,507.917 89,413.054 143,729.218 −51,221.301
6.2 60,356.833 70,320.724 113,038.782 −52,681.949
7.6 104,800.500 98,056.320 157,623.049 −52,822.549
2.4 27,325.667 30,547.593 49,104.482 −21,778.815
5.7 44,734.083 62,122.327 99,860.066 −55,125.983

Figure 5
Model result after polynomial transformation and prediction

Table 7
Salary prediction using new data points considering XR

GradeLevel_Step NXR BXR
Salary with-
out XR

Salary with
XR

14.5 455.060 283.099 337,668.768 542,793.986
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5. Conclusion

Predicting the salary of employees using the PR technique had
been done in the past, but such an outcome only predicted the salary
of employees without considering the decrease or increase in the XR.
Also, 76% R2 score accuracy obtained from the study of Lothe et al.
(2021) was considered not feasible for salary prediction, lastly
chosen salary of an employee from the x-y graph according to
(Das et al., 2020) may lead to error obtaining values from the graph
if not read by an expert.

Predicting a feasible salary for the employee by the employer is a
challenging task since every employee has a high goal and hope as the
standard of leaving increases without a corresponding salary increase.
This research developed a model to predict the justifiable salary range
of employees with consideration of the increase or decrease in XR
using PR techniques of degree 2 in Jupyter Notebook on Anaconda
Navigator tool. The system is light and easy to use by even non-
expert users. Following the objective of the study, the dataset
feature was identified, selected, and preprocessed, and the model
was built, trained, and tested, and a reasonable performance R2

score accuracy of 97.2% higher compared to the 76% obtained,
which tells how well the data point fit the regression line and how
the model responded to unseen data points. Lastly, the predicted
salary of employees was displayed for easy visualization both on
browsers and even exported as an Excel file for easy identification.

Recommendations

This study recommends the application of the built model in all
finance or bursary departments in predicting a justifiable salary of
non-academic staff, in addition, to the use of a large dataset for
the model building and training.
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